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Dl'dsion 97-08-065 A\lgust 1, 1997 
i. 

M(I\\ed 

rAUS 051997 

BEfORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on 'he Commission's 
Own l\iotion into Competition for local Exchange 
Servire. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the Commissio)'\'s 
Own ~1oUon into Competition (or Local Exchange 
Service. 

OPINION 

Background 

R.95-04-043 
(Filed April 261 1995) 

1.95-o.t-0-l4 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

On April 24,1997, a Petition for Modification of Dedsion (D.) 96-12-086 was filed 

by The Telephone Connection of Los Angeles, Inc. (U-5S2i-C) (TCLA), AirTouch 

Cellular (AirTollch), Mobile Media/Mobile Con\m. (Mobile Media), Pacific Bell Mobile 

Services (U-3060-C) (PBMS), and Page Net of los Angeles, Inc. (PageNet) (hereinafter 

referred to as the Petitioners).' The P~titlotl seeks modification of D.96-12-086 wherein 

the Comlnission stated it would consider the possibility of an overlay as a relief option 

for the 310 area code only where the overlay provides a significantly longer life than an 

area rode split. (See Decision at Ordering Paragraph 2.) SpedficallYi the Decision held 

that an overlay cannot be considered as an option unless it can be shown the overlay 

would "last n\oie than three years longer than the comparative average lives of the two 

NPAs which would result from the split.'i (Decision at p. 25.) The Petitioners claim that 
,,-" . 

this condition - as a matter of ii'talhematics • is impossible to meet. The California Code 

Administration (CCA), upOn learning of the Petitioners' claim, independently 

concluded that the cond'ition, by its very temlS, cannot be met. 

I TeLA is a (adHties-b~sed local exchange tarrier; AirTouch and PBMS are wireless mobile 
service providers; and Mobile Media and PageNet are paging companies. 
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The Petitioners asked the Con\mission to issue a dcdsion on thcir Petition to 

modify before May SO, 1997. The Petitioners expressed 0011cen1 that the CCA would not 

give due consideration to an ovcclay propOsal at the 310 NPA planning meeting 

scheduled for l-.tay 30 b~ause of the inability to meet the condition the Commission has 

set in 0.96-12·086. 

An AlJ ruling was issued on Apri129, 1997, denying the request for a ' 

Conmlission decision on the Petition by May 30, 1997, but shortening the deadline for 

responses to May 15,'1997. Responses in support of the Petition wete tiled by Pacific 

Bell (Pacific) and 'GTE California, Inc. (GTEe). Responses in opposition to the Petition 

were filed by the Office of Ratepayers Advocates (ORA) and the Callfornia Area Code 

Coalition (CoalitionV, " .. 

( 

• 
\ 

In Pacific's 'application for rehearing of 0.96-12·086 filed separately, Pacific has 

also objected to the test impOsed in the lA"<:lsion to justify an overlay (or the 310 NPA. 

Since Pacific's oontelHions address the correctness of the Comn\ission's polic)' choices 

and identify no cleat legal errOf; we shan treat its pleading as a petition for nlooification 

rather than an application (or rehearing. Because of the siri\il:.rity of the argument in • 

Pacific's pleading to the Petition, We dispose ofbolh matters herein where it is proper.' 

This decision grants the Pctition to the extcnt set (o~th below, grants the application (or 

rehearing converted to a petition fot modification as it relates to the instant petition, 

and adopts a modification to the requited test lor an overlay in the 310 NPA. 

Position of the Parties 

D.96-12-086 held that an overlay cannot even be considered as an option (or the 

310 NPA unless it can be shown the overlay would "Iast more than three years longer 

I The Area code Coalition is comprised of several parties: AT&T, MCI, Teleport 
Coinmunicalions Group, leG Access Services. Inc., Sprint, MFS Com.munications, and the 
Califorrua Cable Television Association. 

) Pacific raised ()ther arguments in its applitcltion Eor rehearing n6t directly related to the 310 
NPA controversy. ThOse other argunu~nts will be addressed. ina separate decision. 
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than the rompaMtive a\'CCclgc livcs of the two NPAs which would result from the split." 

(Decision at p. 25.) The Petitioners contend that this condition· as a maHer of 

mathematics· is impossible to meet, as i11ustrated by the (o)Jowing example. 

Petitioners illustrate their point with an examplc (set (orth in Au,,,hn\ent A) 

which assun\es that in the 310 area there is a demand {or 100 additional (Odes per year. 

Given that the creation of a new area code - either through a split or an overlay - yields 

792 new NXXs, these new NXXs would be exhausted in 7.92 years (792 .;. 100 NXXs 
:j 

used per year ::: 7.92 years with an over)ay). \VUh a spHt, assuming that the demand 

on one "side" of the split is exactly equal to the denHllld on the other "side" of the spilt, 

the "ayerage life" of the two sides ,,'ould equal 7.92 years. Side A WQuld have 396 

NXXs (i.('., 792 + 2), with a demand oi 50 (i.e.~ 100 + 2) NXXs per year, and would 

therefore last 7.92 years (396 + 50 NXXs per year = 7.92 years). SIde B would also have 

396 NXXst a demand of 50 per year, and therefore a life of 7.92 }·ears. 

Petitioners observe that the aboVestel,ario "" where the ()verJay lasts exactly the 

sarne length of time as the average lives of the two NPAs that WQuld restllt from it split

OJ\ly occurs when the hypothetical demand for codes is predselythe saine on each of 

the two sides of the split. Under every other scenario .. where the demand (or NXXs on 

one side of the split is di(ferent (rom the demarid on the other .. the life of the overlay 

will ah .... ays be less than the "average lives" of the two sides of the split. The Petitioners 

argue that in no case will the nCe of the overlay exceed that of lithe average lives" of a 

split, much less be three years longer, as the Commission's test would require. 

~foreover, under an)' teal world conditions - i.e., where demand on one side is 

not identical to the demand on the other - one of the sides of the split would always 

reach exhaustion before the overlay would exhaust, even though the "a"erage lives" of 

('aeh side of the split are longet than the overlay, notes the Petitioners. Indeed, as the 

imbalance in code consumption between the two sides increases, so too does the 

longevity of the overlay as compared to the one side of the split that has reached 

exhaustion. Thus, a 60-40 imbalance in: demand for NXXs in the exarrtpJe above results 

in one side of the split exhausting in 6.6 years, or 1.3 years before the overlay. 
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Consequcntly, the Petitioners argue that the lA"X'ision must be modified to corred 

this factual error. Otherwise, warns the Petitioners, the CCA cannot give serious 

consideration to an overlay in the 310 area code because the Decision· as written -

precludes it. Thc Petitioners bcJie\'e that the Commission expressed the intent to 
. -

consider a 310 NPA overlay, noting that another spllt of the 310 NPA mlght be poorly 

balanced and that an overlay could "ha\'e less o\'erall negative impacts on customers." 

(lA"X'ision at p. 25.) Accordingly, the Petitioners propOse a revision in the text on 

page 2S of the Decision to delete the existing o\'crlay requirement and replace it with 

the requirement that a 310 NPA overlay merely be expected to last longer than the life 

of One 01 the two sides of a split. 

Pacific and GTEC support thePetltion.- Pacific claims the points made by the 

Petitioners are similar to those made in it~ Application (or Rehearing o( D.9~ 12-086 

moo January 22.. 1997. In its Application lor Rehearing of 0.96-12-086, Pacific argued 

that the longevity nile adopted in 0.96-12-086 is arbitrary aild capridous, with no basis· 

in the record, and also reflects a poor pOlicy choke. Pacific claims the decision's "threc

year-dUle-rence" rule is too spe<ulath'c and thus un,,·orkable, because it relies on 

differences between predicted lives at a point in time when accurate predictions are 

very di((kult to n'lake. 

Pacific further argues that the "three-year-difterentell rule will lead to pOOr 

policy choires. Pacific notes that an imbalanced split could easily have a projected tile 

of three years (or one side and 20 years for the other. Thus, while the average life of the 

two sides \\·ou Id be 11-1/2 yea rs, the customers on one side of the split will be lacing 

another reHef projed almost immediately. An overlay for the san\e area might have a 

IO-year life. Under the Dedsion's nile, the split would be preferred-despite the fact 

that it would require additional relief in three years for a large number of customers. 

Pacific therefore contends the rule should be eliminated, and overlays should be 

permitted to be (o~idered without requiring a specific difference betwectl an. overlay's 

predicte~ life and'the predicted lives-of the sides of the split. 

• 

Patific supports the use of overlays for area code relief in CaUfomial where , 

appropriate, and believes that the 310 area code is an appropriate place (or this relief. . 
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Pacific stall'S that an overlay usually lasts 10ngN than one side of a split of the s,mle 

area, because perfectly-balanced splits arc impossible, 0.96-12-086'5 insistence that an 

overlay last longer than the average life of both stdcs of a split is, howe\'cc, 

mathcmaticall}' impossible and unreasonable. P~,dfic therc!ore argucs that the Dt~ision 

should be rnodificd. 

ORA opposes the Petition, arguillg that it is procedurally defcdive and should 

have properly been brought before the Commission in an application fot rehearing, 

pursuant to Rule 85, since it alleges factual errot in a Commission decision. Pursuant to 

Rule 85, a timely-filed application (or rehearing would have had to be submitted as a 

(ormal filing to the Commission:s Docket Offite no later than January ~2, 1997, since the 

Commission adQpted 0.96-12-086 on December 20,1996, and the decision was n\ailed 

on December 23, 1996. ORA therefore contends that the Con1mission could properly 

dismiss the emergent)' Petition on procedural grounds alone. 

ORA also opposes the Petition on substantive grounds. ORA does not dispute 

that an overlay pt()posallikely cannot meet the 3~year-longer-li(e standard set forth in 

D.96-12-086. ORA nonetheless disagrees with Pelitioners' rerommendcd solution. 

Assuming that Petitioners' (actual claim is correct, ORA believes that the Comnlission 

should teject any proposal to implement an overlay in the 310 NPA if it cannot meet 

both the 3~year-lol\ger-life standard, and the other PUC/FCC requirements for 

implementing a competitively-neutral overlay. 

The Coalition likewise does not question Petitioner's offer of proof regarding the 

impossibility of meeting the longevity criterion set forth in 0.96-12-086 for an overlay, 

but draws conclusions from it that are the opposite of the relief requested by 

Petitioners. Petitioners claim that the first condition established in 0.96-12-086 for an 

overlay in 310 cannot be met, but also argue that the Commission cannot have intended 

to establish a condition that was impossible to achieve. The Coalition, by contrast, 

believes the three-year-Ionger-liie condition set iorth by theCommission (or an overlay 

was based upon the uncertainty of Patific's ()\vn survey a~umpti()nJ an issue the 

Commission intended to test both in further comments and in the results of 310 NPA 

relief planning. 
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The Coalition argues that the Petitioners impeach the o\'erlay longe\'ity 

assumptions in the survey of Pacine that led the Commission to consider an overlay in 

310 NPA in the first place. Sincc the first condition (or an overlay cannot be met, the 

Coalition belh~\'es the industry should simply (ocus on dcyeloping a sufficient number 

of options for a split, and obtaining probative input (rom local jurisdictions on the 

options which will minimize customer confusion and incolwenience. 

The Coalition objects to the proposed aHemath'c test tor an overlay proposed by 

the Petitioncrs which would permit consideration of all oyerla)' "where it can be shown 

that it would last tonget than one side of th~ split." (Petition at 4.) The Coalition argues 

that the cornparison of projected lives between an o\'erlay and one side of a geOgraphic 

split is as mathematically flawed as Pacific's survey assun'lplion. In a grogr.tphic split, 

apprOXimately halt of the telephone codes and numbers are already assigned on both 

sides of the new boundary. The split rnakes the 792 codes of an NPA available to the 

exhausting area, but only half of those Codes are available to each side of the split. The 

Coalition contends that comparing the longevity of an overlay with its 792 codes with 

only one side of a split with its approximately 396 codes places a patently unfair burden 

on the split option thatcam\()l reasonably be mel. The Coalition argues that the proper 

comparison would be betweel'\ an overlay and both sides of a split. 

DiscussIon 

As noted by ORA, the procedurallycorred remedy for-correction of a material 

factual error such as is alleged by the Petitioners WQuid be the filing of an application 

for rehearing, although the deadline (or such a filing has passed. \Vhile the Petition tor 
~todification could be dismissed on procedural grounds, we recognize that there are 

broader public-policy (oncems raised by the Petition which warrant consideration of its 

substantive merits. 

\Ve conclude that the Petitioners are correct in their assessment that it is not 

possible to satisfy the condit~()ns fot an ov~rlay that its duration last three years longet 

than the average duration 6fboth sides of a split asset forth in D.96'-12-086. The 

mathematical example regarding various geographic splii'seenarios presented by TeLA 

\ 

, 

• 
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assumed that an equal number of NXX CO\.ies were assigned to each side of the split. A 

mor~ realistic assumption would ha\'e been to assume that c."hside?f the split has a 

different number ofNXX rodes assigned. Nonetheless, c,'en ir this adjustment were 

made, it is still true that the duration for an overlay cannot realistically cx(c(;(l the 

aver,'ge duration of both sides of a spilt by three years. No party disputes this 

conclusion. The issue in dispute is whether the Decision should be modified as a result 

of this fact, and if so, how. 

To answer this question, we must consider the reasons why we imposed th~' 

duration requiren\ent for an overlay in the first place. In 0.96-12-086, we adopted a 

policy which generally caH~i for the use of geographic spl1ts as relief plans through the 

year 2000. In the case of the 310 NPA, however, we did not categorica)))' rule oUllhe 

possibility of adopting an o"erJay for the next round of relief. The 310 NPA presents 

special area code relief problems because of its comparatively sfllall geographic area 

and the potential difficult)' of attempting further splits in a reasOnable manner. \Ve 

concluded in D.96-12-{)s6 that further information was needed to detemline the . 

• advisability of approving an overlay versus a spHt in the 310 NPA. SpecificaU}', we 

focused on the question of which relief alternative could best optiillize the life of the 310 

NPA. \Ve expressed particular concern over the claims of Pacific that the soon-to-be

proposed 310 NPA split , .... ould be poorly balancro" A poorly balanced split would 

mean that the duration of relief for one sid~ of the split would be short-lived, and a 

subsequent split would be required sooner than under a better balanced split or with an 

overlay. 

I 

I Pacific argues that the Decision was incorrect instating that "PacifiC claims ... thal the .. 
soon-to-be-pi6posoo ~plit will be poorly balanced." Pacific argues that its dabn was that the 
310 NPA split no\\~ being implemented is poorly balancro. 

We find no error in the Dedsiol\'s characterization of Pacific's position. In its April 16, 1~6i 
comments (pI" 12-13), Pacific argues that in n'l6slcascs, it ("an n610nger draw split lines for 
existing NPAs that will )Cist a reasonable periOd o( time. By logical inference, Pacific's claim 
indudes an)' subsequent split plan for the 310 NPA. 
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'Ve (ocused attcntion on the qurstion of how well optimized the rclief clur"tion 

would be under the split and overlay options (or the 310 NPA1 particularly in light of 

the results of P,lcific's consumer preference survcy. Pacific's ronsumcr survey shOWN 

that customers placed sigllificant value on the dur,ltion of relicf as a factor in evaluating 

the preference for splits versus overla}'s in the 310 NPA. 

Pacific·s survey results showed a consistently strong consumer preference for a 

split in contrast to an overla)' under various assumptions with one exception. 

Customers in the 310 NPA \\'ho were surveyed by Pacific's consultant showed . 

increased acceptance of an overlay by a meaningful amount only when the duration of 

relief under an o\'erlay was assumed to last twice as long as undet a spilt. Accordingly, 

the rationale relied upon in 0.96-12-086 justifying further consideration of an o\'erlay 

(or the 310 NPA was significantly linked to the results of Pacific's consumer preference 

survey. The test for an overlay was intended to deternline whether the conditions (or 

duration of relief which ,,'ete posed to respondents in the consumer survey could 

realistically be achieved with tespect to the 310 NPA. 

\ 

\Ve conclude, however, that the test (or an overlay set forth in 0.96-12-086 d()(>s •. 

not accurately reflect the duration assumptions set (orth in Pacific's consumer 

preference survey. The Decision called for a compariSO)l between the duration of an 

overlay versus the duration of "the comparable average Ii\'es of the two NPAs which 

would result front a split." (r>ecision at 25.) on the other hand, the consumer survey 

asked respondents for their preferences based on a comparison between the duration of 

an overlay versus the duration of one side of a split. As re\'ealed in the actual stript of 

the interview questions, respondents were informed that "[ilf the NXX area 15 split into 

two parts, one of those two parts will need a new area code in Xl years and, at that 

time, some people and businesses would need to change their area code." (Pacific's 

Field Research Survey, Residential Callback Interview Script, p. 3.) The appropriate 

comparison
l 

therefore, would be one which looks at the duration of an overlay versus 

one side of the split to be consistent with the scenario posed·to survey respondents. 

The Coalition claims that any test (or an overlay which compares the duration of 

only one side of a split with that of an overlay is mathematically flawed. The Coalition \ 
-8-
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offers an example whereby a relief plan produces 792 new NXX codes for assignment. 

\Vhile the (ull supply of 792 codes would be available 10 the are .. , subjc<t to an o\'erlay, 

only apprOXinlate1)' half, or 396 codes, WQuld be available to one side of a split. The 

Coalition argues that a longevity test which compares 79'1. codes under an overlay with 

only 396 codes for one side of a split plaCes an unfair burden on the split which cannot 

reasonably be Olet. 

\Ve find no inherent unfairnesS in such a comparison mereiy bC<'au5e of the 

differences in cooe supplies. The region covered by one side of a split would 

experience a: reduced demand proportionate to the reduced supply of codes relati\'e to 

the area coveted by the overlay. Therefore, sinCe the reduced supply of COOl'S fot one 

side of the split would serve a correspondingly reduced customer demand for codes, 

the ditfetence in the supply of cooes creates no bias in comparing the longevity of an 

overlay \\,ith one side of a split. 

Yet, there ate still probleills involved in de\'ising a duration cOrilparlSOn test 

limited only to one side of a split. Thete is the question of which side of the spilt should 

be used fot the comparison. If the test is to focus on how frequently relief p1ans nlust be 

implemented, then the side of the split projected to exhaust first would appear to be the 

appropriate side to be used in a comparison. The side of the split which is projected to 

exhaust first triggers the timing of a subsequent relief plan. 

On the other hand, since the essential impact of a relief plan is the introduction of 

a new area code, then a duration comparison should arguably consider the side of a 

split which is subject to the neW area code. TypiCally, hO\\'ever, the side of a split with 

the shorter projected life also keeps the pre-existing area code after the split. Therefore, 

a test of an overlay based on a comparison of the expected Jives of the shorter-lived side 

of a split with the overlay fails to account for the duration for the opposite side of the 

split whete customers will actually be forced to change area codes. ~ioteover, with an 

overlay, eXisting customers will never be [oreed to change their area code as a result of 

it' neW' relief pJan. Therefore} an overlay-versus-split comparisOn of relief duration 

would have no crteaning in terms of impact on preexisting customers since they all 

retain their existing area code under the overlay option. 

-9-
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0.96-12-086 also required that an overlay have a d\u"Uon of at least three years 

longer than the average duration (esulting from a split. As noted b)' Petitioners, the 

only survey s~t\ario which t1\coiporatro a lhr~ycar differential W,\5 the "7/10" 

scenario in which one side of the split is assumed to bst seven yearS while the ovcrlay is 

assumed to laslten }'ears. Yet, as Petitioners point outl the '17/10" scenario was never 

posed to the respondents in the 310 NPA "because of its uniqueness with respect to the 

projetted duration of splits and overlays." (Pacific~s SUf\'ey, p. 48.) The S«.'nario \\'hich 

was poSed to'the310 NPA rtispondents was the t'5/10" scenario where the liCe of one -

side of a split is asSumed to last live years while an overlay is assumed to last ten years, 

i.e., tw.icethe life of the shorter-lived NPA created by a ~plit. 
As noted in D.96-12-086: "\Vhere sUf\'ey subjects wete asked to assun\e that an 

overlay w(iuld las·t twice as lorig as a split (i.e:, five yeats versus 10 years), Pacific's 

sun'ey results changed the most signUicantly in those NPAs ii\ the most denSely 

populated regions.· 11\ particular, the reSults in the 213 and 310 NPAs show a majority 

of business customers favor the overlay by <lronsiderable margin under the '5/10' 

\ . 
( 

, 

scenario." (Decision at 10.) • 

\Ve conclude therefore that the duration test for an overlay adopted. in 

D.96-12-086 cannot tea listitally be met and should be eliminated. If \Ve were to require 

a test fot ~ 310 NPA o\~erlay based. on the comparative duration of relief plans assumed 

in Pacific's ronsun\er survey sCenario, the requited reHef duration for an overJaywouJd 

have to be ten years~ 01' five yea~s longer than the relief duration for only one side of a 

split. Altemathrely, we could direct that the expected life of the overlay option be at 

least double the me of the slde of a split \vhich will last the least. \Ve conclude,-

however, thalrequiring an overlay to last for a specific number of years in comparison 

to one side of a split is an unduly nan'o\v test h\ deciding on the merits of an overlay. 

The original reason for the test was to check the validity of the assumpti6n 

,_ underlying Pad~ic's sUf\fey SCenario. Yel, the sUrVey question posed by Pacific was 

hYPOthetic~1 ~-natureba~ on c,ne possible duration scenario .. The sun'ey qu~stion _. 
. . . _.-.. '. . -/ . . .' - . 

was a~so somewhat ambiguous ill that it fililedlo distinguish whethetthe respondents 

were to assume they v.lould be in the NPA with a new area code or the NPA -that keeps 

·10 -
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the preexisting area code. If the respondent a~\lmcd they would kC'('p the existing area 

code once a new relief plan went into cUed, the duration of the .. elid plan would not 

have the same significance on that respondent's relief-plan preferences. 

The SlUVe)' responses metely provide a general indication that consumers in the 

310 NPA have become particularly sensitive to fre<luent area-rode changes e~:periencro 

in recent years, and may be It\ore recepti\>c to an overlay if it (QuId offer less frequent 

area code changes. Pacific's duration scenario was not intended, hO\\'ever, to provide a 

basis for an empirical test (or evaluating an overlay. 

\Ve agree \vith Pacific that it would be specuJati\'e to attempt to determine 

precisely how long the duration of relief will last with either an overlay ot a split. 

Recent experience regarding NPA relief planning indicates that estimates of code 

exhaustion. are dynamic and frequently subject to change. Reliance oil a speculath>e 

estimate of the preCise duration of tellef lor the next 310 NPA relief plan, or any other 

area code would not provide a sotmd basis for setting pOlicy (Qnceming the approval of 

the proper relief plan. 

\Ve shall therefore grant the app1ication for rehearing and the petition for 

modification of TeLA et. at and the related portion of Padfic·s pleading to the extent 

they seek to delete the requirement that a310 NPA over1ay must last three years longer 

than the average life of a split as a coildition (or approval. ~10reo\'er, we conclude that 

Pacific·s consumer survey can only offer a general indication that 310 NPA customers 

arc more sensitlve to frequent area cOde changes than customers in other NPAs and 

may be mote receptive to an overlay to the extent this type of atea-code relief can 

alleviate the frequency of forced number changes. Pacific's sUT\'ey question regarding 

hypothetical relief-duration periods in the310 NPA does not, however, provide a sound 

basis to convert the assumptions in the survey question into a specific test tor approval 

of an overlay. 

A,S authorized in D.9().:.12-086, we shall continue to consider an overJay pr?posal 

for the next relief plan iIl the 310 NI>A,3sSuffiing the requited criteria for ()mpetitive 

neutrality as adopted in 0.96-08-028 and D.96-12-0s6 are satisfied. We shall also 

continue to provide opportunity lor parties to comment on whether the survey findings 

-11-
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conctusively support a preference tor an overJay. In consideration of the con~rns 

discussed above, ho,,+evcr,we shall not require a test (or an overlay based 6n a spedfie 

comparison of relief-duration {'stimat€'S for a split and overlay_ \Ve do not believe such 

a test will ne(eSSarily lead to the best relief solution. It is important that aU relevant 

criteria be considered in coinp'aring a split versus an overlay. 

As a basis for e\;aluating an overlay option, therefore, we shall consider the full 

range of relevant differences between the propoSed relief pIal'S which have been 

de\'eloped by the industry in NPA relief planning. Specifically, \'tie shall consider how 

well each proposed plan meets the goals as developed in previous NPA industr)t 

pJanning meeting .. These goals· are: 

1. '/l\1inimize impaCt to exisHng customers in the exhausting NPA. 

2. Balance impact to the telecommunications industry. 

3. Have an equitable impact on all eXisting and potential code holders. 

4. Optimize the life of the old and new NPAs. 

5. l\teet projected exhaustion date and notification requirements. 

\Ve shall Weigh each of these criteria against the sped fit split and o\'erlay 

propoSals (or the 310 NPA presented for our consideration. In particular, we shall 

consider whether a further geographic split of the 310 NPA can be achieved which is 

re3sonabl)t balanced and \vhich optimizes the Ih'cs of the old and new NPAs. \Ve can 

only make this detennination once the Code Administrator files lts 310 NPA Reliel Plan 

Report with us describing the results of industry meetings aimed at coming up\vith a 

relief plan. 

Findings of Fact 
1. In D.96--12-086, the Commission required a showing that an overlay is expe<:ted 

to last more than three years longer than the comparable average lives of the two NPAs 

which would result from a split as a condiUol\offtirther consideration of an overlay in 

the 310 NPA. 

, 

• 
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2. The showing required in 0.96-12-086 to Justify an overlay was inlcndoo to 

determine whether the conditions (or duration of reHef which were posed to 

respondents in the consumer survc}' (',1n realistic,1Uy bc achic\'ed with respc<llo thc 310 

NPA. 

3. The showing required in 0.9fr I 2-86 10 justify consideration of an o\'crlay is 

impossible to meetl and does not oonform to the assumptions regarding the comparable 

duration of an o"erlay versusa split which were posed to respondents to Pacific's 

consumer survey within the 310 NPA. 

4. The sUrVey scenario which incorporated a thrre-year differential was the "7/10'/ 

scenar~o in which one side of the split is assun\ed to last 7 years while the overlay is 

assumed to lasl 10 yearS. 

5. Survey preferences regarding the iI7/10'/ scenario were not solicited from the 

respondents in the 310 NPA. 

6. Preferences \"ete Solicited (rom 310 NPA respondents regarding a split Versus 

overlay wider the "5/10" scenario where the life of one side of a split is assun\ed to last 

fi\'e yeats while an overlay is assumed totast for 10 years, i.e., twice the liCe of the new 

NPA created by the split. 
7. Pacific filed wha t it characterized an application to rehear 0.96-12-086 0)1 January 

22, 1997, which addressed, among other issues, its opposition to the adopted test for a 

310 NPA overlay. 

S. Responses to Pacific's application were filed by the Coalition, GTEC, Pacific, and 

ORA. 

9. Pacific identified no factual errors in 0.96-12-086. 

Conclust6ns 6f Law 

1. Pacific's application to rehear 0.96-12-086 identified no Jegal errors in the 

decision. 

. 2. Padfic'sapplication should therefore be treated as a petition to Jl\odify 

D.96-12-086. 
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3. Pacific's daim that 0.96-12-086 erred by imposing the "three-year rule" on the 

310 NPA should be addressed in conjunction with si",""r issues raised by TClA, el aI, 

in their Petition to Modify 0.96-12-086. 

4. The Petition (ot Modification of TelA et a1. and the related portion of the 

Petition fot Modification of 0.96-12-086, filed by Pacific, should be granted to the extent 

they seek elimination of the requirement that an o\'er~ay last at least three years longer 

than the average life of both sides of a split before the overlay option is considered for 

the 310 NPA. 

5. The test adopted in 0.96-12-086 for consideration of an overlay is inconsistent 

with the intent of the Decision to determine if the aSSUl'nptions underlying Pacific's 

Consumer preference survey could be realistically achie\'ed in the 310 NPA. 

6. The requirement in 0.96-12:-086 that an overlay in the 310 NPA nlust be shown to 

last three }'ears longer than the average life of both sides of a split constitutes material 

error and should. be modified. 

7. Pacific's survey's 115/10" sct'natio for the 310 NPA assumed that the duration of 

\ 

relief under an overlay ,,,'ould last ten years, or twice as long as the relief for one side of • 

the split. 

S. The appropriate test for consideration of a 310 NPA overlay is one which 

considers the full range of criteria as developed in previous industry pJanning meetings 

and as set forth in Ordering Paragraph 4 below. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Bell's application to rehear Decision (D.) 96-12-086 shall be treated as a 

petition for modification of this decision. 

2. The Petition to Modify D.96-12-086, filed by TelA et at, should be granted, as 

ordered below. -
.. -

3. The (ollowing mOdifications in 0.96-12-086 are hereby adopted. The texl in the 

second full paragraph on page 25 of the Decision beginning with U\Ve note that Pacific's , 



, 

• 

, 
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'7/10' scenario ... " through thc cnd of the parclgraph is deletNi and is modified to read 

as follows: 

"In cvaluating any proposals for an overlay for the 310 NPA, \\;e shaH 
apply the reHef planning goals which have been de\'doped and used b)' 
the indush'}' planning groups in past NPA relieE planning efforts. These 
relief p1anning goals are summarized in Conclusion of law 8 below." 

4. Conclusion of law 8 should be deleted and substituted with the (ollowing text: 

"In order to make a cornpadson of an overlay versus split for the 310 
NPA, the following industry planning goals should be used .. 

"I. Minimize impact -to existing customers in the exhausting NPA. 
"2. Balance impact to the tele<omn\unicatlons industry. 
"3. Ha\'e an equitable impact on aU existing and pOtential code holders. 
"4. Optimize the life of the old and new NPAs. 
"5. "leel projected exhaustion date and notification requirements." 

5. The Petition to ~1odify 0.96-12-086 filed by Pacific BeB is sranted insofar as it 

seeks to eliminate the test adopted therein for an overlay in the 310 NPA requiring 

that it last 3 years longer than the average life of a split. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated August 1/ 1997, at San Francisco1 California. 

-15 -

P. GREGORYCONLON 
President 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners 
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.~ 
ATfACH~IENTA 

ILLUSTRATIVE EFFECTSOP CODE EXHAUST RATES 
ON A VERAGS LIFE OF A SPLIT VERSUS OVERLAY 

Yearly 
Number of · Demand· Life o(New ... 

NXXs for New Code 
NXXs 

Overlay 792 · 100 = 7.92 · 
Life of UAverage 

Each Side. Lifetl of the 
of the Split = Split 

SPLITt Side A 396 • 50 7.92 = 7.92 .... 
(Scenario1) Side 8396 · 50 7.92 

SPLIT 2 Side A 396 · ·60 6.6 = 8.25 
(Scenario ~) Side 8396 40 9.9 

• SPLIT 3 Side A 396 . 7() 5.66 = 9.43 
(Scenario 3) Side 8396 30 . 13.2 

SPLIT 4 Side A 396 · 80 4.95 = 12.38 
(Scen<lrio 4) Side 8396 20 19.8 

SPLITS Side A 396 + 90 4.4 = 22 
(Scenario 5) Side 8396 10 39.6 

(END OF ATrACHMENT A) 


